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Abstract. Sleep staging is a crucial step before the scoring the sleep apnoea, in
subjects that are tested for this condition. These patients undergo a whole night
polysomnography recording that includes EEG, EOG, ECG, EMG and
respiratory signals. Sleep staging refers to the quantification of its depth.
Despite the commercial sleep software being able to stage the sleep, there is a
general lack of confidence amongst health practitioners of these machine
results. Generally the sleep scoring is done over the visual inspection of the
overnight patient EEG recording, which takes the attention of an expert medical
practitioner over a couple of hours. This contributes to a waiting list of two
years for patients of the Portuguese Health Service. In this work we have used a
spectral comparison method called Itakura distance to be able to make a
distinction between sleepy and awake epochs in a night EEG recording,
therefore automatically doing the staging. We have used the data from 20
patients of Hospital Pulido Valente, which had been previously visually expert
scored. Our technique results were promising, in a way that Itakura distance
can, by itself, distinguish with a good degree of certainty the N2, N3 and awake
states. Pre-processing stages for artefact reduction and baseline removal using
Wavelets were applied.
Keywords: Sleep Staging; EEG signal processing; AR modelling; ItakuraSaito Distance.

1 Introduction
According to the new criteria based on the Rechtschaffen and Kales(R&K) rules, the
human sleep is divided in two phases, the rapid eye movement (REM) and the nonrapid eye movement (NREM).sleep [1]. The NREM is divided into three stages, N1
N2 and N3, being N3 the deepest state of sleep. The various states are distinguished
on the basis of pattern changes in the electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram
(EMG) and electro-oculogram (EOG). The depth of non-REM sleep stages are
arranged from the lighter to the deepest, as follows: N1, N2 and N3. The awake state
is characterized by alpha frequencies (8 – 13Hz), to score an epoch as awake is just
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necessary that over 50% of the epoch has alpha rhythm. The REM state has low chin
EMG tone, saw-tooth waves, trains of sharply contoured or triangular, often serrated,
2-6 Hz waves maximal in amplitude and symmetrical EOG deflections. The N1 is
characterized by mixed frequency activity (4-7 Hz) and low amplitude waves and
slow eye movement. Following the N1 is N2 when spindles or K-complexes
disassociated with arousals occur. A spindle is a train of distinct waves with
frequency 11-16 Hz (most commonly 12-14 Hz) with duration 0.5 seconds, usually
maximal in amplitude in central derivations. K-complex is a well-delineated negative
sharp wave immediately followed by a positive component standing out from the
background EEG, with total duration around 0.5 seconds, usually maximal in
amplitude when recorded from frontal derivations. For an arousal to be associated
with a K complex, it must begin no more than 1 second after the termination of the K
complex. The N3 stage shows waves of frequency 0.5-2Hz and peak-to-peak
amplitude higher than 75 µV, when these waves occupy more than 20 to 50% of the
30 seconds epoch, this is scored as N3.
The five stages of sleep, including their repetition, occur cyclically in a normal
subject. The first sleep cycle which ends after the conclusion of the first REM stage,
usually lasts for about 100 minutes. Each subsequent cycle lasts longer, as its
respective closing REM stage extends in duration. So a subject with a regular sleep
can complete five cycles in a typical sleep nigh. This sleep cycle is variable,
influenced by several agents such as sleep deprivation, frequently changing sleep
schedules, stress and environment effects. Another factor that affects the sleep cycle
is age: during infancy and childhood the percentage of REM sleep is highest,
decreasing with age [2]. Figure 1 shows the sleep cycles in childhood, early adulthood
and old age [3]. Figure 2 shows the relative distribution of the wake, REM and Slow
wave sleep (N3) along age [4]. REM period decreases and stabilizes at around 16
years of age, while the awaking period steadily increases with age. REM sleep is
associated with the development of the brain in the early life.
The aim of our work is to contribute to the automatic sleep classification using the
EEG signal (C3-A2) signal and the Itakura-Saito [5] spectral distance estimator. A
spectral template for the wake state is firstly obtained. This template is then compared
with all the spectral representations of all night epochs. Without any further
processing a hypnogram is obtained where N2, N3 and wake states are
distinguishable. However N1 and REM stages are often indistinguishable, requiring
other detection strategies, namely using the EOG. This scoring falls in the category of
a continuous unsupervised sleep staging for an all night session.

2 -Contribution to Technological Innovation
This paper presents the following main contributions to innovation:
1. An automated process to the calculation of the awake spectrum template based
on the spectrogram and the AR modeling. This procedure is adequate for a unsupervised sleep classification scheme.
2. Validation of the ISD as a tool for the Sleep Classification
Implementation of a software tool that incorporates the developed algorithms in a
user friendly interface (SleepLab).
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3 Materials and Methods
Sleep EEG data from Hospital Pulido Valente was used in this work. EEG signals
were recorded at a rate of 100Hz. Visual sleep scoring of sleep stages were scored by
Hospital experts, according to Rechtschaffen & Kales based on 30-second epochs.
These hypnograms stand as our reference.

Fig. 1. Reference hypnograms for childhood, early adulthood and old age [3].

Fig. 2. Wake, REM and deep sleep time along age. [4].
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3.1 Pre-Processing
We have dealt with signal saturation commonly occurring in continuous EEG
recordings by replacing each of these epochs by the previous one, a procedure also
used in the visual scoring. Baseline removal was performed through wavelet filtering.
Movement artefacts that lead to abnormal signal amplitudes were dealt in the same
way as in saturation cases. In all cases the affected epochs were replaced by the
previous ones, a procedure also used in the visual scoring.
3.2 Awake Template Estimation
An awake template is required for the purpose of the spectral similarity test. Awake
epochs were obtained via the power spectrum (Welch method) of each epoch, and
then selecting the epochs whose power spectrum peak lie between 8 and 11 Hz, and is
above a selected threshold. Due to spindle activity and other EEG components, this
power peak must be predominant in order for the epoch classified as awake. An
autoregressive (AR) spectral estimation of all the awake classified epochs are
calculated, and their mean represents the awake template. Figure 3 represents the
power spectrum of the template (solid) and of a sleep epoch (solid) relative to a study
patient. The power spectrum of the EEG epochs typically exhibit two main peaks.
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Fig. 3. Spectrum of the obtained EEG awake template (solid) and a sleep epoch for the same
patient (dash). See text.

Its relative location and value varies according to the sleep/awake state. The order
of the AR model has been estimated based on three factors: the Minimum Description
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Length (MDL), the Final Prediction Error (FPE) and the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC). All this factors pointed out to an optimal model order of 6 [6] [7].

3.3 Itakura-Saito Distance
This tool [5] [8] is used to compare each EEG epoch with the mentioned template,
using their spectra, since the Euclidian distance is inadequate for this case. In this
study we have used AR modelling for obtaining the spectra [9][10]. The Itakura-Saito
spectral distance (ISD) dIS is defined by the general expression:
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where
is the spectrum of the epoch under study and
is the template
spectrum. This distance is sensible to the relative spectra amplitudes which can be a
benefit since some sleep staging can be performed based o the EEG amplitude,
namely the higher amplitudes normally present in the N3. However this becomes
drawback if the EEG also has amplitude fluctuations due, for instance, to electrode
displacement. To overcome this, we have normalized all the spectra to have unity
gain, at zero frequency, being the price paid for this to reduce sensibility to the signal
amplitude and therefore decreasing N3 detection rate. After some experimentation we
have found that this option produced better results in our cases. Itakura-Saito distance
has been used in the context of speech recognition and measures the dissimilarity of
two spectra
and
, having the functions peaks a predominant weight in the
dIS value, which makes sense in our case where peaks in certain frequency bands
define the respective sleep stage.

4 Results
Figure 4 shows a patient hypnogram expert scored (blue) and the Itakura-Saito
Spectral (ISD) distances obtained as described above (green). The ISD has not been
processed, besides a 4 coefficient moving average filter. We confirm that the awake
states follow the hypnogram therefore validating our template.
Stages N2 and N3 are also detected. REM is also detected although with lesser
accuracy. This patient, as most of the others, exhibit only a few N1 epochs being
therefore not possible to fully assess the ISD to detect this state. It is also patent that
the ISD plot allows for the evaluation of the way the sleep state continuously progress
from stage to stage, unlike the visual scoring that produces discrete stage transitions.
Figure 5 shows the mean and standard deviation of the ISD values for each visual
scored stage, for the same patient. As expected ISD is lower in the awake state and
higher in the N3 state. N1 and REM stages are similar spectral wise, which can be
seen in this figure.
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Fig. 4. Visually scored hypnogram (blue) and ISD automatic scoring (green). See text.
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Fig. 5. Mean and standard deviation of the ISD for each visually scored stage. See text.

A software tool named SleepLab was developed in Matlab [11] to streamline the
data pre-processing, template estimation and Itakura-Saito distance. The user interface
is shown in Figure 6. Other versions of the Itakura distance are also obtained for
comparison purposes. This platform is opened to future developments as ICA
(Independent Component Analysis) to remove the EOG artifacts, and sleep spindle
detection. This is an open platform that will include newer developments.
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Fig. 6. A screen-shot of the user interface. The Save button exports all the results and models
for comparison and statistical studies.

5 Conclusions and Future Work
Continuous EEG signal analysis for automatic sleep classification is a difficult task.
This kind of signal is typically affected by the usual artifacts related to the patient
unpredictable movements and possible electrode displacements during the sleep
period. We have introduced an automatic procedure to obtain the awake template
using the spectrogram of all the night´s epochs, which is computationally very
efficient and essential for the ISD calculation. We have used the ISD formulation
(distortion measure) which we have found to produce better results than the gainoptimized Itakura-Saito distortion measure generally used [4]. It is still unclear which
of the distortion measures better suits the sleep scoring via EEG signal analysis, and
we intend to continue the research in order to differentiate and assess the different
spectral distances measures for this task. In this work the ISD produced automatic
hypnograms that could detect the awake, N2 and N3 states. The assessment of the N1
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is compromised by the fact that this state is relatively rare among the tested patients.
The REM is identical to the N1, spectral wise, and therefore requires other features to
be automatically detected, namely the EOG.
We also intend to submit the ISD obtained results to a Neuro-Fuzzy classifier, as
this seems to be an obvious step to follow. Furthermore, we plan to use the EOG as a
classifier of the REM stage and apply further artifact removing techniques such as
ICA. EMG chin activity is planned to be introduced as an important indicator of sleep
deepness.
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